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• Multiple datasets
• Multiple repositories
• Multiple languages
• Multiple vocabularies and 

time periods
• Cross border searching

The Challenges we face



Some prehistory….

CAA 92, Aarhus: Henrik Jarl Hansen 
“European archaeological databases: 
problems and prospects”. 

ARENA project, Culture 2000: 
Internet Archaeology 18, 2005
Based on Z39.50 protocol and 
qualified Dublin Core

ARENA2 
(DARIAH) 2009
Migrated to 
RESTful 
technologies



2012-2016
• 24 partners; 18 countries

Extending geographically

2018-2022
• 41 partners; 27 countries. Including 

Argentina, Japan, USA



Extending thematically



Our aims
• Enabling cross-border / cross-

institution resource discovery i.e. 
finding data
• Enabling interoperability – across 

partners, countries, data types, data 
schemas i.e. enabling research
• Capacity and community building in 

the sector – working with SEADDA 
COST action



How do we measure success?1. Quantity
i. Number of records in the ARIADNE Catalogue / triplestore
ii. Number of countries represented

2. Quality
i. Good meaningful search results
ii. Level of granularity – item level interoperability e.g. individual 

artefacts, not just sites; individual dates; individual graves, not 
just cemeteries

iii. Integration of new data types
3. Quantity and quality of re-use i.e. new users; new research

How do we measure success?



1. Quantity
i. Number of records in 

the ARIADNE 
Catalogue 

3.5m resources; 
aiming for 4m

Quantity of resources

• The largest research infrastructure for 
Archaeology & heritage - anywhere in the world



Machine interface -
The RDF triplestore: 
180m triples

SPARQL endpoints
Getty AAT & Perio.Do 
URIs



1. Quantity
ii. Number of countries 
represented: 50+

Number of countries represented 



Just a few examples…..
• France: 37616 fieldwork reports from Inrap
• Netherlands: 99291 records from DANS
• Iceland: 10344 sites and monuments from FSI
• FASTI: 14279 fieldwork records
Extending into southern and eastern Europe:
• Hungary: 62401 fieldwork records from HNM
• Romania: 18279 sites & monuments from INP
• Bulgaria: 1952 sites & monuments from NIM-BAS
• Czech Republic: 229999 records from AIS CR
• Slovenia: 8775 records from ZRC-SAZU

Extending beyond Europe:
• Japan: 139368 fieldwork reports from Nara
• United States:  Casa Grande fieldwork archive from 

Digital Antiquity, ASU
• Argentina: 2502 records from CONICET



Extending in time….

8405 records from CENIEH and 7417 from 
ROCEEH for early prehistory and hominid 
origins

Ottoman mosques and Communist farms 
in Dobruja, Romania, from IAVP 



2. Quality
i. Good 
meaningful 
search 
results

Meaningful search results



The power of the AAT hierarchy

Searching on “weapons” and narrower terms:
24,834 resources

Searching on “weapons” only:
753 resources







WGS84
• Latitude
• Longitude

Heat maps
Cluster points



Polygon support

Bounding boxes to 
mask precise 
location





How do we measure success?2. Quality
ii. Level of granularity – item level interoperability e.g. individual 
artefacts, not just sites; individual dates; individual graves, not just 
cemeteries:
>550,000 artefacts – from PAS, FindSampo, DIME, PAN
>500,000 coins – from RGK, BM, CY, AU
>20,000 dates – from ADS, INFN, DANS DCCD
>11,000 burials – from THANADOS

Quality of data



Granularity: THANADOS example 



Granularity: Artefacts research 

Public finds databases:
• 474,552 artefacts from the PAS, British 

Museum
• 48,884 artefacts from PAN, the Netherlands
• 13,641 artefacts from DIME, Aarhus University
• 2410 artefacts from FindSampo, Finnish 

Heritage agency



2. Quality
iii. Integration 
of new data 
types

Range of data types

Fourteen ARIADNE 
resource types:
• 25523 Rock Art records 

from Sweden
• 57054 Inscriptions from 

CEIPAC
• 1061 Buildings surveys 

from LNEC 
• Scientific analyses – 

SEAD, INFN 
• 60,000+ Maritime 

records from ADS



Re-Use: Portal usage statistics

Jan 22- Dec 22: 32,000 new users
3. Quantity and quality of re-use 
i.e. new users; new research
 – the elusive R of FAIR!



Known early medieval 
cemeteries (from SMRs): 3663

Known early medieval 
brooches (from PAS) : 519

Enabling new forms of research

Public and professional finds together in one web search for the first time



Lessons learned
• Consistent use of an ontology is essential

• CIDOC-CRM was broad enough to cover all domains involved – but it is important to map to it 
consistently 

• Vocabulary control is also essential
• Getty AAT – very powerful – but needs oversight to ensure consistency in partner mappings 

• Can’t make everything interoperable
• Focus on key themes
• What, When, Where; maybe Who?

• Requirement for archaeologists to work closely with IT specialists
• Always think about how the data will be used

• Granularity and scale are important
• Collection level vs item level
• Be driven by research questions



THANK YOU!

ARIADNEplus is a project funded by the European Commission under 
the H2020 Programme, contract no. H2020-INFRAIA-2018-1-823914

The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are the sole 
responsibility of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
the European Commission.


